
From zero to digital 
closing hero

Digital closing stepping stones

A digital closing offering can help you reduce costs and meet rising consumer expectations. 

Your 3-step approach to a fully digital closing experience

A digital closing offering can help you reduce costs and meet rising consumer expectations in 
order to stay competitive in our current market environment. Whether or not you’re starting 
from scratch, Blend has you covered with a step-by-step approach to reap the advantages of 
digital closings as you build out your end-to-end capabilities. 

Build toward your digital closing future intelligently with a step-by-step approach. Onboard 

staff and partners gradually. Measure the impact of each addition. Move forward confidently.

Aim for a hybrid closing first
A hybrid closing will allow you to capture some of the benefits of a fully digital one. Some 

documents are still wet-signed, but the closing package can be reviewed ahead of time, taking 

some of the burden off of borrowers on signing day. In addition, this strategy enables you to 

get your partners, such as settlement agents, onboarded. 
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Next, introduce eNote
By adding eNote, you can help reduce the time and costs associated 

with the secondary market:

Realize a completely digital close 
with RON
Remote online notarization (RON) is the final step 

toward a fully digital closing. With RON, all 

documents can be signed digitally, making closing 

day easier for the borrower and your business. Blend 

Close lets you know at a glance which loans are 

RON-eligible, so you don't have to wade through the 

patchwork of jurisdictions and underwriter policies 

that govern eligibility.  

Cut down on 

post-closing QA work

Fast, secure digital 

document transportation

Automatic assignment 

of eNotes cuts down on 

the time spent per loan

Quick click 
onboarding

Shared collaboration portal 
for all parties involved

Real-time doc status Dedicated support 
and training

Blend makes it easy for Settlement Agents and other partners with:

Bailey Borrower
Closing summary

$750,000
Loan amount

3.875%
Interest rate

Your documents are ready 
to be signed!

Submit signature

Blend is here to help. Learn more about 
digital closing with Blend.

Bailey Borrower

DISCLOSURE & CLOSING

Closing Details

Closing Documents

Your documents are ready 
to be signed!

Submit signature

https://blend.com/products/mortgage-suite/close/



